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Big Data and providers : lost in translation 
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BIG DATA : Disruption in the « real world » 

⎯ Past : From Data (storage: 5 Exabytes from prehistory to 2003) 

⎯ Present : Big Data : 5 Exabytes per day but 3.5% of data collected are really used 

⎯ Future :  to Smart Data : smart cleaning, smart linking, smart thinking 
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BIG DATA: No disruption in Finance, just another way to focus 
on data !! 

⎯ Sixties 

Beginning of index management on one hand… beginning of quantitative management 

on the other hand. 

⎯ Eighties/nineties,  

Index management becomes « tilted » management on huge investment universe (DM & 

EM) relying on internal and/or external information system. 

⎯ Nineties and internet bubble,  

Internet and data suppliers provide more and more (too much ?) information, but quality 

is degrading.  

⎯ 2003 -2007 

Safe heaven for quantitative stock picking:  clean financial information is transformed into 

relevant added value.  

⎯ 2008 schism  

Absolute performance leads relative performance. Issue move from micro assessment to 

macro perspectives… 
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(Macro) Big Data 2008 – 2016 = (Micro) Big Data 80-90 … 



How Big Data are Applied 

⎯ Satellite imagery and pattern analysis: Objective insights from geospatial data, wireless 

network signaling data and pattern analysis. 

Providers: RSMetrics, SpaceKnow, EidoSearch,, AirSage, Datascription 

⎯ Events and Transactions: Unstructured events and financial transaction data such as 

insider and M&A deals, for predictive analytics. 

Providers: Capital IQ-Key events and Future events, Thomson reuters deal, Bloomberg, Capial IQ, 2iQ, 

Thomson reuters Activism, Wall Street Horizon, Thomson reuters News Analytics, RavenPack News Analytics, 

Factset Deal Analytics  

⎯ Crowd Sourcing: Harnessing the wisdom of the crowd through insights and emerging 

trends. 

Providers: Estimize, Google Trends, Data Explorer (Marki)  

⎯ New sentiment, Web mining and Social media: Investor mood, sentiment and 

actionable ideas from web and social media platforms. 

Providers: RavenPack News Analytics, Thomson reuters Newscope, Alexandria Technology, Newsquantified, 

Market prophit, LinkUp, Accern, Recorded Future, Alphasense, Benzinga 

⎯ Macroeconomic Data: A collection of global macroeconomic indicators and forecasts. 

Providers: Haver, Bloomberg Economics, Datastream, Bluechip, Action Economics, FRED, World Bank data, 

OECD data, IMF country default import/export 
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Big Data and providers (DB research) 

⎯ Multi-dimensional Data: Supply chain linkage, investor ownership and analyst 

forecasts. 

Providers: Thomsson Reuters ownership, factset ownership, Caopital IQ ownership, Revere – Factset, 

Blommberg supply chain, Compustat supply chain, Bureau of Econcomic Analysis (BEA), Capital iQ supply 

chain, Thomson Reuters supply chain, IBES Detail 

⎯ Cross Asset: Fixed income and options data, global fund flow and hedge fund 

performance. 

Providers: Hedge fund research (HFR), DB eDerivatives database, OptionMetrics, Fixed Income Database 

(DBIQ), EPFR, Morningstar Funf flow data, Liper Fund fund flow data 

⎯ Industry specific: Integrating the fundamental views in quantitative models. 

Providers: Capital IQ Industry specific SNL, Reuters Industry Data, Compustat Industry Specific, Compustat 

Bank & Thrift, Compustat bank regulatory 

Multi-dimensional Data: Supply chain linkage, investor ownership and analyst forecasts 

⎯ High Frequency: Tick by Tick data for low latency traders and traditional investors. 

Providers: TAQ – KDB Tick database (NYSE feed), Reuters data feed, Bloomberg, Ablemarkets, One Tick 

⎯ Accounting and Socially Responsible Investing: Sustainable, responsible and impact 

investing (SRI), through the environmental, social, governance (ESG) criteria 

Providers: MSCI ESG, GMI, AGR & AAER, Trucost Environmental Data, Thomson reuters Asset4, Bloomberg 

ESG (Bcause), BizQualify (Labor force) 
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Implication of Big Data in Quant Equity 

⎯ Value of the data: 

⎯ Data means information 

⎯ Data may have a cost 

⎯ Data may be sensitive or strategic 

⎯ Data may be confidential 

 

 

⎯ Smart beta and factor investing are two examples of how big data is transforming the 

investment landscape 
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The power of data and machine learning in asset management : 
J Rodriguez-Alarcon  
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Factor Investing Mapping 
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STATIC FACTORS 

 
DYNAMIC FACTORS 

A quant stock-picking approach capturing performance through  

“return” factor combination according to market regime 

This information is intended exclusively for Professional Investors as defined in the MiFID Directive. The document contents are not contractual, and do not constitute investment 

advice or a solicitation of any kind. Amundi & CPR AM may not be held liable on the basis of this document. Past performances are not a reliable indicator of future performance. The 

Key Investor Information document, Prospectus and periodic documents are available upon request from Amundi & CPR AM. This document cannot be reproduced, or communicated 

to third parties without the prior authorization of Amundi or CPR AM. 
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Big Data at CPR AM in PMS (In- house quantitative research tool) 

 

8000 stocks x 250 criterias x 50 news per 

day x …. 
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Big Data at CPR AM in PMS - Global Map 
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Big Data at CPR AM in PMS - Coverage 

 8000 alive stocks 

Developed markets 

Emerging markets 

All sectors, industries 

and countries… with 

financial criteria 

updated on a daily 

basis and risk items 

updated on a monthly 

basis 
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Big Data at CPR AM in PMS - In-House base News 
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Big Data at CPR AM in PMS - Backtest of multi-factor Strategy 
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Big Data at CPR AM in PMS - Information Coefficient on Multi-
factor Strategy 

100 days correlation 

between Multi-factor 

signal and return 
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Big Data at CPR AM in PMS - Risk Tools 
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Warning: Big Data and finance : Qualitative in quantitative 

⎯ Is the best search engine in the world relevant for forward looking ? 
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Warning: Be careful with the « meaningless » correlation of data 
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Warning: AI is already relevant in corporate earnings (not 
a yesterday story, a current story) 
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AI and Big Data: new portfolio managers’ profile ? 

Yesterday’s PM ?  Today’s PM ? Tomorrow’s PM ? 
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Q&A:  BIG DATA in the Equity Investment Process 

Q: Big Data diffusion and its impact on equity investment process ? 

A: No disruption, just on-going business. But questions are numerous:  which kind of data 

? (Data means information, Data may have a cost, Data may be sensitive or strategic, 

Data may be confidential). 

Q: What are the detailed impact of Big Data in each step of the Investment Process 

A: BIG DATA is effective everywhere and increases the « take into account » speed of 

financial and non financial information, the weight of AI depends on systematic part of 

the investment process: 

⎯ Expected return assessment: Corporate analysis / research. 

• Operational research – neural network - Robot advisors: asset allocation advisory - Google 

trend (text analysis as for Fed’s comment or corporate reports). 

⎯ Portfolio construction: risk model ( variance/covariance matrix estimate: BARRA or APT 

(Aptimum) or Axioma etc…) address the demand correctly. 

⎯ Trading: more and more smart algorithms to enhance trading quality and relevance. These 

algorithms are AI. High frequency trading (submarine cable to win 3 millisecondes by operation). 

⎯ In asset allocation advisory: robot advisors are more and more present. 
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Q&A on BIG DATA in Equity Investment Process 

Q: Which kind or Asset Manager invest in BIG DATA and AI ? PM’s profile 

evolution ? 

A:  Active managers (not passive). With an impact on portfolio managers’ profile: a mix 

combination of economic, financial analysis,  mathematical and data processing 

expertise. We follow 8000 stocks through accounts, markets and consensus data on a 

daily basis. We rely on multi profile PM gathered by SFAF and CFA. 

Q: Is the Future closer to enhanced PM or equity management without PM ? 

A: We provide « expertise driven equity quantitative management  » or « Multi-factor 

equity management » . PM have developed models , know their limits and are able to 

take the lead each time it is necessary. You cannot put everything in one model !!  

However, Smart beta and factor investing are two examples of how big data is 

transforming the investment landscape and AI takes « step by step » human 

intelligence’s place to exploit Big Data. 

Internet didn’t kill books, Big Data won’t kill PMs but will impact more 

and more their tools and profiles !! 
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Key messages from the European Quantitative Investing 
Conference: Big Data and AI in Finance (GS september14th 
2017) 

⎯ There is a LITTLE alpha in structured data (numbers), but there is a BIG alpha in non-structured data (voice, text, video) 

⎯ Impact of BIG DATA in investment process: Big Data talks to quants and fundamental PM, and may be more to fundamental 

PM. Ideas will always be different from technics and details, mainly when clients understand PM’s ideas 

⎯ Natural Language Processing enhanced company search, avoiding usual traps such as double speaking, text written by a 

person not knowing anything about the subject, identifying the exposure of the company to the topic. It allows Quants to become 

more fundamental and fundamental to become more systematic. What about text written by machine ? More and more a 

reality in financial (Bloomberg) and classical news (Washington Post) 

⎯ Machine learning and AI are better for risk based approach than for alpha detection due to subjectivity of selection. 

⎯ Only DATA matters, the rest is technic and time. 

⎯ Transparency (in methodology used to create value with data) is mainly helpful but sometimes it may cause harm  

⎯ 3 researchers “PM in finance” and 1 researcher “in real life”. Researcher/PMs explain with a lot of details their skill and 

expertise and conclude after all that human is the key of the process. Researcher (real life) explains that algorithm do 

better than human in average (GO, Check, decision without emotion during crisis, etc…). Example given by the 

moderator: you put your music selected lists in Spotify and sometimes you let the program choose music and… it’s good, you 

discover new songs, like them and include them in your selected list…   

⎯ 90% of the added value is DATA storing and cleaning, the boring business is more important that the funny business 

of machine learning development (true for equity management too !!) 
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Conclusion 

⎯ BIG DATA in finance is not a disruption but a combination of more data and new skills 

exploiting these data.  

⎯ 90% of the added value is DATA storing and cleaning, the boring business is more important that 

the funny business of machine learning development.  

⎯ Only DATA matters, rest is technic and time, so PROTECT DATA. 

 

⎯ AI’s impact depends on investment process’ systematic part.  

⎯ AI is already able to replace human in decision making process but how communicate on “shadow 

decision”. 

⎯ Deep nets are amazing but they do not see like us and think like us… so transfer of client’s 

confidence to PM or to AI is the key point… 

 

⎯ CPR AM (Quant boutique in Amundi Group) is able to customize “tailor made investment 

solutions” with its micro-BIG DATA (PMS) framework and its Multi-factor approach for 

both absolute and relative performance offers. 
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Document à usage strictement professionnel au sens de la directive MIF. 

AI AND BIG DATA: THEIR IMPACT 
ON EQUITY INVESTMENT OFFER 
FOR PENSION FUND 

Appendix 



Summary 

What is BIG DATA ?  

 Storage, cleaning and exploitation of huge quantity of data 

 

What is Artificial Intelligence ?  

 AI means a computer is able to take a decision to solve a problem without being explicitly 

programmed for that. 

a) is an area of computer science that deals with giving machines the ability to seem like they have 

human intelligence. 

b) is the simulation of human intelligence processes by machines, especially computer systems 

c) the power of a machine to copy intelligent human behavior 

d) the ability of a digital computer or computer-controlled robot to perform tasks commonly associated 

with intelligent beings 

 

What is Machine Learning ? 

 (ML) programs identify relationships between datasets with the goal of using the learned 

relationships to make predictions on new, unseen data – without explicitly being programmed how 

to derive the relationships.  

 

Internet didn’t kill books, Big Data won’t kill PMs but will impact more and more their tools and 

profiles !! 
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AI is the way from linear regression and neural 
network to machine learning 

˗ Machine learning 

• Relies on past data to make inferences about the 

future 

• Uses a training data set to fit the parameters to 

the model 

• Requires large amounts of data 

• Sees the world in probabilities 

• Updates views every time new data is added 

˗ Machine learning algorithms optimize an 

objective function 

˗ Machine learning algorithms are generally 

classified as « supervised » (handwriting 

recognition) or « unsupervised » (cluster 

analysis) 
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The power of data and machine learning in asset management 
J Rodriguez-Alarcon 
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